
2.1 million+
vehicles in our private fleet, the

largest and most diverse in the world

$30 billion
in FY22 revenue secures our position as a  

major player in the global travel industry

10k+
branches operating globally

80k+
global employees

90+
countries in our network

Enterprise Holdings Ventures operates within Enterprise Holdings.  

We are strategic venture capital investors committed to supporting  

emerging transportation technologies, platforms, and innovations  

designed to improve our lives through mobility and transportation.

We invest in platforms and technologies that accelerate our ability

to deliver industry-leading mobility solutions, paired with complete

customer satisfaction, in a rapidly changing mobility marketplace.

We typically invest in post-revenue companies with proven business  

models and technology at the series seed, A, B, C, and D levels.

Enterprise Holdings — which owns Enterprise Rent-A-Car,  

National Car Rental and Alamo Rent a Car — is the industry leader  

in mobility and transportation.

In addition to our core rental brands, we operate car sharing,  

truck rental, commute management, the country's largestfleet  

management company, and an integrated claims services 

software  company.

As a privately held company, we have the patience, fortitude,  

and resources to invest for the long-term.

Investing inthe
Future ofMobility



has made ~$240 million in capital  

investments or commitments to date.

Our Investment Focus

Enterprise Holdings Ventures

Mobility

Facilitating next generationmobility services and technology

Electric Vehicle Technology Investing in leading 

electrification modalities and electric vehicle technology

Autonomous Vehicle Technology

Investing in the future of ground transportation
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Vice President  
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314-512-2922
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Director  
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314-928-2643

Sunnyvale, CA
3D LiDAR sensing for autonomous  

vehicles, ADAS, industrial automation  

and security (Public 2022)

St. Louis, MO
Company collaboration

software for teams on the

move

San Mateo, CA
Mobile fuel and

energy delivery

service

Israel
Leading vision-based advanced  

driver-assistance systems

(IPO 2014; Intel acquired 2017)

Menlo Park, CA
A leader in same-day delivery that  

powers many of the nation’s top 

retailers (Target acquired 2020)

Portfolio Companies Include Corporate Development Team

San Francisco, CA  

Managed travel technology  

platform (EHI acquired 

2019; Sold 1Q 2023)

Richmond, CA
Advanced mobile energy 

storage platform

Boston, MA
Intelligent journey planning 

and optimization

Oakland, CA
Ultra-fast charging solution 

for undeveloped energy grids 

with an integrated battery

www.ehventures.com
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